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Global consumption power has been shifting towards populous, less developed countries enjoying high rates of economic growth (Kose and Prasad, 2010; OECD, 2010; PWC, 2013). Present concept of reverse innovation hence urges multinational enterprises from developed countries (MNEs) to innovate specifically for emerging markets and to subsequently diffuse the outcome back “home”, to developed markets. By doing so, MNEs would tap into opportunities further down the socio-economic pyramid in emerging markets and improve their competitive position in traditional ones.

In essence, reverse innovation connects innovation management and strategy in the context of the globally shifting consumption power. On the one hand, it addresses innovation in resource-poor environments i.e. in environments where affluent customers are scarce. By embracing this dimension of scarcity, an MNE may tap into
opportunities where competitors mainly see obstacles (Cunha et al, 2014). On the other hand, the concept pushes the balance within the global strategic mix (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989) towards local responsiveness, i.e. towards the strategic option of adaptation in a given host country (Ghemawat, 2007). Reverse innovation has been widely recognised for these contributions; for instance, a group of Harvard Business Review editors has ranked it among top management concepts of the decade (Kirby, 2010).

All recognition notwithstanding, the present concept is characterised by mutually reinforcing instability and detachment. On the one hand, it has been undergoing a certain evolvement, from a mere diffusion path from less to more developed countries (Immelt et al, 2009; Govindarajan and Ramamurti, 2011) to a strategic approach reserved for Western MNEs (Govindarajan and Trimble, 2012; Laperche and Lefebvre, 2012). On the other hand, the concept lacks academic maturity as it relies on pioneering yet atheoretically elaborated anecdotes (Corsi and Di Minin, 2014, Cunha et al, 2014). Although reverse innovation draws on established theories, it fails to clearly identify where the links do exist and where they do not. This induces incremental add-ons to the concept, which reinforce the issues of instability and detachment, and so on. In consequence, the present concept is limitedly actionable for practitioners and insufficiently robust to absorb further research. Presently studied cases of reverse innovation mainly depict large US MNEs developing new products for emerging Asia and subsequently diffusing them from there (Govindarajan and Trimble, 2012). The setting of these cases has been fallaciously echoed as the concept itself (Kamp, 2012; Laperche and Lefebvre, 2012), thus making reverse innovation appear exclusively reserved for enterprises of particular size or equity structure (large MNEs), from a particular origin (from the Triad, particularly the US), or with particular geographic focus (mainly China and India).

The primary aim of this paper is hence to propose a reconceptualization of reverse innovation actionable by any enterprise, irrespectively of its size, equity structure, origin, or country constellation in which it operates. In order to increase the actionability, the linkages between the repositioned concept and major streams of related managerial literature should be identified. Finally, the reconceptualization should be backward-compatible and largely accommodate extant literature on reverse innovation.

The approach towards this goal is reflected in the structure of the paper. Following section presents the evolvement of reverse innovation and identifies five roles subordinate to the concept (e.g. the acting enterprise) along with the evolvement of their present interpretations. For each interpretation, the paper poses one critical question, on which is then analytically reflected in a separate section. Each of these five sections separately re-interprets the respective role. Subsequently, all re-interpreted roles are synthesised to propose understanding reverse innovation as a template applicable to any constellation consisting of a particular enterprise, its old and a new primary market for innovation. By customising this template, the enterprise needs to determine a managerial response aligned with its specific situation regarding exogenous and endogenous distances to the new primary market for innovation. Major implications of the repositioned concept are subsequently discussed in a separate section. The final section concludes by highlighting the main contributions of the paper and by suggesting future research avenues.

**Evolvement of Reverse Innovation**

Few years before the inception of contemporary reverse innovation, Brown and Hagel (2005) used the term “innovation blowback” to warn Western MNEs from disruptive management practices coming from Asia, which could diffuse to developed countries and threaten established value networks. Western MNEs should respond by specifically targeting lower-income consumers in emerging markets, taking innovative products from emerging markets back home, and using them in new categories there. Similarly, Deloitte (2006) does not mention reverse innovation either, yet it reports on new products that eventually diffused from emerging to developed markets. One of these products is Renault’s inexpensive Logan car, which was initially designed in Romania for Eastern European markets, but which finally became popular in Western Europe as well. Logan is the main theme of a book in French by Jullien et al. (2012), but these authors equally do not mention reverse innovation or its French counterpart (“l’innovation inverse”).

The term “reverse innovation” and the phenomenon of innovations diffusing from less to more developed countries were first linked by Immelt et al. (2009) to collectively address disruptive medical devices by General Electric (GE) that were developed for China and India before eventually diffusing to the US. This conceptualisation has been drawn on by Govindarajan and Ramamurti (2011) to refer to cases “where an innovation is adopted first in poor (emerging) economies before ‘trickling up’ to rich countries” (p. 191). In these sources, reverse innovation is defined by the diffusion path from less to more developed countries embedded in any MNE; this initial interpretation we call first generation concept. Despite some variations regarding e.g. characteristics of innovation diffused, Hang et al. (2010), Fry et al. (2011), Kamp (2012) and Burger-Helmchen et al. (2013) may equally be assigned to this generation.

A different nuance has been introduced by Govindarajan and Trimble (2012) and Laperche and Lefebvre (2012). Reverse innovation is still defined by the path of diffusion, as “any innovation that is adopted first in the developing world” (Govindarajan and Trimble, 2012, p. 4). However, the concept assigns to this path of diffusion a strategic
approach for MNEs from developed countries. While
developed markets are becoming saturated (Osenton,
2004), developing countries “are likely to account for
at least two-thirds of world GDP growth for decades to come”
(Govindarajan and Trimble, 2012, p. 8). In order to tap into
this potential, Western MNEs need to consider local prod-
uct environment and innovate specifically for emerging
markets, rather than to modify existing products through
de-featuring and substitution (“glocalisation”). Instead of
selling aged technology, MNEs need to recombine the most
novel technologies so as to offer 50% of performance at
15% of the price. Introducing these disruptive innovations
to untapped market segments of developed markets would
even multiply opportunities for Western MNEs. They may
pursue reverse innovation for defensive reasons as well,
to inhibit “emerging giants” (Khanna and Palepu, 2006),
i.e. raising MNEs from emerging markets. Laperche and
Lefebvre (2012) see this strategic approach to consequently
include another stage of globalisation of R&D activities,
which are performed upstream in developing countries. We
call this second generation concept: the strategic import-
ance of reverse innovation for particular enterprises is
emphasised as compared to first generation concept.

That being said, the concept seems doomed to evolve
further. Diffusion paths have become blurred in second
generation concept; innovations diffusing from one to
another developing country are considered reverse
even though there is no certainty that they will come to
developed countries one day (as in the case of Procter &
Gamble’s “Naturella”; Govindarajan and Trimble, 2012).
Concomitantly, the strategic focus dilutes; a recent paper
by von Zedtwitz et al. (2015) distinguishes 10 categories
of reverse innovation, grouped in week and strong reverse
innovation depending on which of four phases of the linear
innovation process (concept; development; primary market
diffusion; secondary market diffusion; Godin, 2006) take
place in advanced respective developing economies.

At the first glance, the roles involved might neverthe-
less appear intuitively clear (Table 1). Given the environ-
mental setting (dichotomy of levels of development and
paces of growth), the actor is attracted by the stimulus,
i.e. by emerging markets. Emerging markets become the
target to actor’s specific innovation and the origin of dif-
fusion, which eventually reaches developed markets in
general (first generation) or the actor’s home in particular
(second generation). However, subordinate roles and terms
turn imprecise after a closer inspection, particularly so the
geo-economic ones. For example, there is no consensual
definition or enumeration of emerging markets, while the
purported dichotomy of levels of development excludes most
entities classified as middle-income economies (WBDI,
2013). Additionally, it is not clear why reverse innovation
as a potential source of competitive advantage should be
exclusively reserved for MNEs. Yet if reverse innovation
is accessible to small and medium enterprises (SMEs) as
well, it equally becomes unclear why particularly SMEs
could not look for reasonable opportunities in emerging
markets much smaller than India, China, or Mexico.

Unstable definitions, imprecise terminology and applic-
ability restrictions make reverse innovation limitedly actionable to academics and practitioners alike. Admittedly,
terminological issues largely apply to both innovation and
international business, that is, to the fields at the intersec-
tion of which reverse innovation resides. Yet these fields
lie on stable theoretical fundaments, so they are less sensi-
tive to shakers by vague terms. In contrast, reverse innova-
tion and the whole stream of related concepts – Gandhian
innovation (Prahalad and Mashelkar, 2010), cost innova-
tion (Williamson, 2010), jugaad innovation (Radjou et al,
2012) etc. – lack coherence and solid theoretical position
(Cunha et al, 2014). In absence of robust theories, robust
concepts are the more needed. As a frame enacting all sub-
ordinate roles, however, reverse innovation requires that
these roles be firstly critically reflected on and robustly repositioned, for which we employ the respective question
from Table 1. Unless otherwise noted, the point of reference
to this analysis is the interpretation common to first and
second generation concept.

What is International Business:
MNE or International Management?

Reverse innovation is a phenomenon “at the intersec-
tion between innovation and international business” (von
Zedtwitz et al, 2015, p. 12). Yet in international business,
“the term business can be defined as a firm [i.e. as a struc-
ture] or as an activity. If the former, it is synonymous with
multinational enterprise; if the latter, it is not” (Wilkins,
2009, p. 5). We use these terms as follows. For the struc-
tural perspective, the term multinational enterprise (MNE)
is used. According to Dunning and Lundan (2008), multi-
national enterprises are defined as firms that establish
foreign subsidiaries by engaging in foreign direct invest-
ment (FDI). In contrast, international management refers
to border-spanning managerial activities of any enterprise.
The term international business commonly refers to both
perspectives.

The above is quite straightforward but of a great
importance. Most documented cases of reverse innovation
definitely come from international business. The pioneer-
ing case involved General Electric, a large US MNE, and
its international innovation management spanning India,
China and the US (Immelt et al, 2009). In seven out of eight
cases listed,Govindarajan and Trimble (2012) classify the
actors as US MNEs. However, it is not plausible that reverse
innovation is exclusively reserved for MNEs, even though
MNEs may be more prone to it given their international
equity presence. Consequently, we propose understanding
reverse innovation as a phenomenon pertinent to innova-
tion and international management of any enterprise, be it
an MNE or not. For instance, reverse innovation may be
pursued by so called “born globals” as well, that is by agile, innovative SMEs that pursue a global approach from their very inception (Madsen and Servais, 1997). SMEs may be even “born in reverse”, i.e. they may pursue reverse innovation as a crucial part of their start-up business model right away.

What is Emerging to an Enterprise: Countries, Economies or Markets?

Extant literature heavily relies on geo-economic classifications so as to conceptualise reverse innovation. However, subtle issues arise due to the absence of authoritative definitions and inconsistency among major sources. For instance, the World Bank (WBDI, 2013) classifies countries and economies (the former politically independent) accordingly to the income, whereas the United Nations (UNO, 2013) classifies economies by primarily considering their institutional development. As a consequence, for the United Nations, middle-income EU members Bulgaria and Romania are developed while high-income Arab Gulf states, Israel, Singapore and South Korea are developing; the World Bank classifies these countries exactly the other way round. Emerging markets are primarily listed by financial intermediaries such as Dow Jones (2014), IMF (2014), Morgan Stanley (2014) and Standard & Poor’s (2014) to suggest “progress, uplift and dynamism” of financial marketplaces (The Economist, 2008). Unfortunately, only fractions of these lists intersect, while of those countries consensually considered emerging markets, some are simultaneously classified as developed economies by the United Nations (e.g. Hungary and Poland). Relying on imprecise geo-economic terms might have been a minor issue at early

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Current interpretations</th>
<th>Critical question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>First generation: MNEs from either developed or developing countries (Govindarajan and Ramamurti, 2011) Second generation: MNEs from the Triad, particularly those from the US (Govindarajan and Trimble, 2012) Both generations: Reverse innovation is being enacted at the intersection of innovation management and international business (von Zedtwitz et al, 2015).</td>
<td>What is International Business: MNE or International Management?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus to innovate and the origin of reverse innovation</td>
<td>Both generations: Emerging markets (Immelt et al, 2009) or economies (Corsi and Di Minin, 2014) stimulate the actor to innovate. As examples of emerging markets/economies serve countries with high rates of economic growth, particularly India and China.</td>
<td>What is emerging to an enterprise: Countries, economies or markets?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final destination of reverse innovation</td>
<td>Both generations: Reverse innovation eventually diffuses to developed markets (Immelt et al, 2009; Govindarajan and Trimble, 2012). Add-on second generation: Reverse innovation particularly diffuses to the “home” of the actor from a developed country.</td>
<td>What is home to an enterprise?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage (environment) to reverse innovation</td>
<td>Both generations: Emerging and developed markets represent a dichotomy; emerging markets are at a lower level of development but grow faster, which creates business opportunities to the actor and hence the stimulus to innovate. In order to tap into these opportunities, reverse innovation requires novel and/or recombined technological solutions (Govindarajan and Ramamurti, 2011). Add-on second generation: The actor largely draws on own technological base (Govindarajan and Trimble, 2012; Laperche and Lefebvre, 2012).</td>
<td>What if not all markets are either developed or emerging?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversal of innovation</td>
<td>Both generations: Geographic paths of innovation diffusion are opposite to those underlying the IPLC theory (Immelt et al, 2009; Govindarajan and Trimble, 2012; Kamp, 2012)</td>
<td>What is reverse to whom?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lifecycle stages of the concept of reverse innovation, when its clarity was traded off for attracting academics’ and managers’ attention. Yet coupled with its popularity and theoretical detachment, the concept gradually reaches a critical stage as the terminological ambiguity diminishes its practical actionability and theoretical integration capability. Particular confusion arises with regard to the stimulus for (i.e. origin of) reverse innovation.

For example, Immelt et al. (2009) define reverse innovation as specifically developing products for emerging markets like China and India and then distributing them globally. The final destination of reverse innovation is defined as a developed country, with Europe, Japan and the US serving as examples. Consequently, innovations from South Korea diffusing to Bulgaria or Romania would be reverse in this notion, although South Korean GDP per capita is almost three times the Romanian or Bulgarian in nominal terms, and double at purchase power parity (PPP; WBDI, 2013). What is more, all these countries – India, China, South Korea, Bulgaria and Romania – are listed as emerging markets by the IMF.

Govindarajan and Ramamurti (2011) are only marginally more specific; they interchangeably use two groups of terms: industrialized, developed or rich countries as one group, and “emerging markets”, “developing countries” or “poor countries” as the other. The former group includes the Triad of North America, Western Europe and Japan, while the latter includes all other countries. This implies that several countries among the world’s top 30 richest would be poor, developing and emerging since they do not belong to the Triad, for example Australia, New Zealand and Singapore. Consequently, innovations diffusing e.g. from Singapore to Japan would be reverse, even though GDP per capita of Singapore is significantly higher than the Japanese in both nominal and purchase parity terms.

Finally, Govindarajan and Trimble (2012) use “emerging markets” as a synonym for “poor countries”, and define the latter supposedly precisely, as countries with GDP per capita at PPP of USD 23,499 or less. However, Russia’s GDP per capita at PPP was USD 23,589 in 2012 (WBDI, 2013), thus implying that the country is not an emerging market in the sense of reverse innovation, although consensually considered as one of emerging markets per excellence.

The key to a robust reconceptualization lies in recalling that the actor is a firm, so the stimulus for reverse innovation should also be understood from the firm-level perspective. Perspectives of major financial intermediaries are coarsely grained and may serve only as a rough proxy here; finally, in any given country, there is only one financial market. From the socio-economic perspective, however, the market in any given country is tiered. In the particular case of developing countries, the local markets are four-tiered (Prahalad and Lieberthal, 1998). Upper tiers of relatively wealthy customers (global and “glocal” tier; Khanna and Palepu, 2006) remain thin; exactly this lack of affluence pushes the stimulus for reverse innovation further down the socio-economic pyramid, to the local tier of emerging middle class (OECD, 2010) or even to the poorest yet most populous tier (the “bottom of the pyramid”; Prahalad, 2005).

In sum, the actual stimulus for reverse innovation is any untapped foreign market segment that emerges to the enterprise in question. Raising middle class in populous countries like India or China will potentially yield high payouts for any enterprise, not only for MNEs from the Triad. Yet depending on the size of the enterprise and its value proposition, targeting untapped market segments in smaller countries may also represent a reasonable business opportunity. Note that the untapped market segment may also emerge in a country at a higher level of development by some measure, as in previously mentioned cases of South Korea and Romania, or Singapore and Japan.

**What Is Home to an Enterprise?**

To put it bluntly right away: Using development levels of geo-economic entities to categorise enterprises fairly over-simplifies the matter. Volkswagen is maybe intuitively a German MNE, but Volkswagen cannot be at home in all 36 developed countries (IMF, 2014) only because Germany is developed. Cultural, administrative, geographical and economic differences exist among developed countries as well (Ghemawat, 2007), so an enterprise may have different brandings and target different income groups even in countries with similar levels of development. Some of Volkswagen models are hence exclusively marketed to North America, while a majority of units sold there is assembled in Mexico anyway.

International equity relationships additionally challenge the notion of a level of development as the home to an enterprise. For example, Land Rover is headquartered in the United Kingdom, but owned by Tata Motors, which is in turn headquartered in India. Consequently, it is questionable to classify Land Rover as a “pure” MNE from a developed country, or Tata Motors as an MNE from a developing country. Each company is managerially embedded in both levels of economic development, even though certainly to a different extent.

Referring to a single country as the home of an enterprise does not capture the whole story either. The locations of headquarters are misleading, as they are selected depending on factors such as infrastructure, tax and wages level, and spatial industry concentration (Strauss-Kahn and Vives, 2009), or “in response to the demands of external stakeholders, in particular global financial markets” (Birkinshaw et al, 2006, p. 681). The geographical location of R&D activities is equally an unreliable indicator given the globalisation of R&D in general and the relocation to developing countries in particular (Asakawa and Som, 2008; Laperche and Lefebvre, 2012; UNCTAD,
2005). Similar issues apply to the geographic distribution of sales as a potential criterion. For example, Bombardier Aerospace is headquartered in Canada, but it traditionally derives the biggest share of its revenues in the US (Deloitte, 2010).

More generally, Rugman and Verbeke (2004) find that a majority of large MNEs have a regional rather than national or global character, as they derive revenues mainly from a particular geographic region. This insight may partly help, yet it still leaves some issues remaining given that geographic regions are not necessarily homogenous regarding the levels of economic and institutional development (e.g. Eastern Asia, East or South-East Europe).

In sum, usual approaches to define a home to an internationally operating enterprise in general and to an MNE in particular may raise as many questions as they manage to answer. The key for resolving this issue is to recall once more that reverse innovation is a phenomenon at intersection of international and innovation management. From the perspective of the latter, a home to an enterprise may be either a region, or a country, or an income group, or any other primary market for which the enterprise has been innovating by default. For example, from the perspective of Vernon’s (1966) initial international product lifecycle (IPLC) theory, the default primary market for innovation by US enterprises have been the US itself. Updated IPLC theory (Vernon, 1979) extends this approach to Japanese and European enterprises, whose innovations primarily target Japanese (respectively a European) market or a segment thereof. In contrast, for many enterprises from smaller (developed) countries, primary markets for innovation have been abroad, in larger developed countries (Buckley and Ghauri, 2004).

That all being said: An outside assigning of the default primary market for innovation as a “home” to an enterprise is by far less important than managers of this enterprise appropriately assessing the matter. They need to answer the question for which market or market segment – defined socio-economically, geographically or otherwise – their enterprise used to traditionally innovate. In context of reverse innovation, that is home. Note however that the home in this sense will be likely disrupted – and gradually shifted – by the arrival of reverse innovations, which may attract over-served low-end consumers (low-end disruption; Christensen, 1997) or consumers for whom the non-consumption used to be the best previous option (new-market disruption; Christensen and Raynor, 2003).

What If Not All Markets Are either Developed or Emerging?

Extant literature on reverse innovation assumes two dichotomic categories of geo-economic entities, the one developed and the other developing or emerging. It is only very recently that von Zedtwitz et al. (2015) discuss possible inclusion of further categories in the concept, such as fast-follower, least developed, or newly industrialised countries. While this idea represents a notable depart from the dichotomic approach, a justification is missing why particularly these categories should be considered. This is by no means to advocate more, less or other enumerated country categories be included. Rather, we suggest opening the concept for all countries.

Any categorisation based on a given continuous property ignores the fact that the distribution of countries along this property will equally be continuous rather than discrete, with most countries being in the middle of the distribution rather than towards upper or lower bound. For instance, in terms of income per capita, the World Bank assigns 103 economies (or roughly a half) to the middle-income group, further subdivided in lower-middle and upper-middle. Literature on reverse innovation has studied very few cases from these economies, primarily from India (lower-middle income), China and Mexico (both upper-middle), while Brazil (upper-middle) is at least mentioned as a potential origin of reverse innovation. However, there is no plausible reason why remaining 99 middle-income economies should be excluded from the concept, nor why those included should always play the same role. For example, Chinese GDP per capita at purchase power parity is approximately a fifth of US American, but twice the Indian; Brazilian is almost a third of US American, but three times the Indian (WBDI, 2013). Even though such cases have not been studied so far, Brazil and China could hence be either or both the origin of innovations departing to the US and the destination of those arriving from India.

This insight has important implications on technological flows involved. Extant literature proposes that the actor applies novel technological solutions when pursuing reverse innovation. Existing technologies need to be recombined, adapted, and/or extended so as to fit into product environments in less developed host countries, and finally deployed so as to receive innovation in return. This is well in line with Fabrizio and Thomas (2012), who note that geographic paths of innovation and technology diffusion may differ. In presently documented cases of reverse innovation, these paths are exactly mirrored, as actors are MNEs from the Triad that leverage on ownership of technologies in same way. However, enterprises from middle-income economies may or may not possess technological advantages when pursuing reverse innovation at a slightly lower level of development; at a slightly higher one, they may but do not necessarily have to compensate for technological disadvantages. Even if they do not necessarily possess cutting-edge technologies, these enterprises may still possess the capacity to absorb them. Enterprises from middle-income economies could hence serve as technology brokers that insource technology from a higher level of development so as to absorb and finally pass it through in a customised form to a lower one, eventually receiving innovation in return. As a consequence, this may make
reverse innovation potentially resemble open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003).

In conclusion, the setting for reverse innovation may include countries of any level of development from a continuous distribution, various paths of technology diffusion, or actors drawing on either or both internal and external technologies. This makes the process of reverse innovation potentially much more diverse than what extant literature implies; the process may span more than one enterprise and virtually any number of total steps. However, reverse innovation conceptually remains a two-stage diffusion process, with the first stage taking place in the new primary market and the second stage targeting secondary markets. Note however that these two stages do not necessarily have to be linear and clear cut (Godin, 2006) as they may chronologically overlap.

What Is Reverse to Whom?

Conceptual inversions of innovation occurred long before the concept of reverse innovation as such. For example, the demand-pull model of innovation (Schmookler, 1966) inverted the previous technology-push model by relocating the main stimulus downstream, from new technology input to existing market demand. In case of reverse innovation, the point of reference of the reversal is the international product life cycle (IPLC) theory (Vernon, 1966, 1979). There are at least two crucial issues with this inversion purported implicitly e.g. by Immelt et al. (2009) and Govindarajan and Trimble (2012), or explicitly by Kamp (2012).

First, the levels of analysis are incompatible, hence hardly contrastable. The IPLC theory takes an aggregated economic perspective so as to overcome the Leontief (1953) paradox, i.e. the inadequacy of previous theories of international trade and FDI flows. Quite differently, reverse innovation takes the managerial perspective of a single enterprise.

Second, there is hardly anything reverse per se in innovations diffusing from e.g. China or India as first generation concept implies. Historically, these countries used to be major economic powers, accounting for roughly a half of the world’s GDP until early 19th century (Maddison, 2001). Even though much time has passed by since, impressive examples of ancient innovations that diffused from China have remained well known, such as silk, paper or gun powder. Certainly, contemporary innovations from less developed countries are usually considered less numerous or of a lower quality. In fact, it is quite straightforward that globally new technological innovations will more frequently occur at a higher level of development. However, innovation at the firm level does not need to be globally new (OECD, 2005). Taking the US trade deficit with China in manufactured goods as a proxy (USITC, 2013), contemporary innovations at the firm level seem to flow in greater quantities from China to the US than vice versa.

Consequently, we object to the notion of first generation that any innovation flowing from less to more developed countries is reverse. Within Chinese innovations flowing to the US, only innovations by US (and not Chinese) firms should be seen as reverse. Attracted by business opportunities that could not have been tapped into with existing products, US enterprises innovated specifically for China and diffused the outcome in first instance locally. Subsequently, the outcome is diffused to the US as well. A previously secondary market for innovation (China) has become the new primary one, while the previously primary market (the US) has become secondary. The reversal of innovation hence actually means the switching of roles between the primary and a secondary market for innovation. Second generation concept indirectly implies a reversal in this sense for actors from the Triad; however, both generations fail short of explicitly recognising the relativity of actors’ perspectives. Medical devices by GE and Tata’s Nano car share the same diffusion path from India to developed countries, but this path is embedded in different managerial contexts. GE diffuses its new medical devices from a previously secondary market for innovation to the previously primary one. In contrast, Tata diffuses Nano from its default market for innovation to secondary ones; from Tata’s point of view, there is hardly anything reverse in that. Emerging market for innovation and the traditional one are hence inseparable from the actor; what is reverse for GE is the business as usual for Tata and vice versa. As a consequence, managerial responses to challenges of reverse innovation will differ. US-American firms will be constrained by scarcity of affluent customers when pursuing reverse innovation in India, so they will likely respond with frugal innovation (“extreme efficiency to some essential need”; Cunha et al, 2014, p. 206). In contrast, Indian enterprises pursuing reverse innovation in the US will more likely suffer from a comparative scarcity of material resources and respond by bricolage (“making do what is at hand”; Baker and Nelson, 2005, p. 329).

Synthesis: The Play of Reverse Innovation Re-Interpreted

Put together in a play, re-interpreted roles subordinate to reverse innovation give the following plot template. The actor (any enterprise) is attracted by the stimulus, i.e. an untapped foreign market (segment) that emerges as a major source of business opportunity and growth from its perspective. The actor innovates specifically for that market, for which either or both, own and insourced technologies may be used. The previously emerging market hence becomes the new primary market for actor’s innovation and the origin of further diffusion. Likely but not necessarily in an adapted form, reverse innovation eventually reaches the market for which the actor used to innovate by default.
until it focused on the emerging, i.e. new primary market. The arrival of reverse innovation in the formerly primary market may cause either or both low-end and new-market disruption. In essence, the reversal underlying the plot template means that the primary and a secondary market for actor’s innovation switch their roles. Note that this is a plot template, which every actor has to adapt to its specific situation. The level of analysis is the acting enterprise, but the unit of analysis is a new product or service contradicting the dominant innovation logic at the firm level. Within reverse innovation reconceptualised this way, second generation concept becomes a special case or a sub-template, in which the actor is a Western MNE, the stimuli are definable by geo-economic criteria, and the traditional primary market for the actor’s innovation equals to a whole geographic or geo-economic entity (Table 2).

The process of marketing strategy development normally flows from segmentation via targeting to positioning (Kotler and Keller, 2007). However, marketing strategy development for reverse innovation goes through this process initially backwards and then forwards. The acting enterprise starts from its current positioning and identifies its old primary market for innovation. Subsequently, the enterprise needs to bring this insight into identifying the emerging market aimed at as the primary one in future, and to develop and carry out a new value proposition embedded in a new or altered business model (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010; Teece, 2010). Note that a simple assumption that the old primary market equals to a whole country, e.g. the country of actor’s headquarters, will very likely be wrong. If GE in Immelt at al. (2009) had targeted the whole US market (and not only some segments thereof) before developing new medical devices for India and China, new devices could not eventually have been introduced back to the US.

When aiming at a new primary market abroad, enterprises have to overcome the liability of foreignness in general (Zaheer, 1995), and a set of distances (cultural, administrative, geographic, and economic; Ghemawat, 2007) or “gaps” (in consumer preferences, income levels, infrastructure and legal environments; Govindarajan and Trimble, 2012) in particular. These gaps or distances are exogenous to the constellation consisting of an enterprise, its old and a new primary market for innovation. Concomitantly, however, enterprises engaging in reverse innovation have to deal with endogenous gaps, the size of which is influenced by the exogenous ones:

- **Market knowledge gap:** The actor usually lacks a deep understanding of required functionality and product environment in the new primary market. The further away – geographically, economically or otherwise – the new primary market is from the old one, the higher also the liability of ignorance about the consumers and their needs.

### Table 2

Re-interpreted roles subordinate to reverse innovation in comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>First generation concept</th>
<th>Second generation concept</th>
<th>Re-interpretation of the role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>An MNE</td>
<td>An MNE from the Triad</td>
<td>Any enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus to innovate and the origin of reverse innovation</td>
<td>Emerging market in the sense of major financial intermediaries, i.e. a whole less developed geo-economic entity with high rates of economic growth.</td>
<td>Emerging market in the sense of major financial intermediaries, i.e. a whole less developed geo-economic entity with high rates of economic growth.</td>
<td>Any market (segment) that emerges to the actor as the new primary one for its innovation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final destination of reverse innovation</td>
<td>A geo-economic entity at a higher level of economic development.</td>
<td>The geo-economic entity “home” to the actor.</td>
<td>Any formerly primary market for which the actor used to innovate by default.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage (environment) to reverse innovation</td>
<td>A dichotomic geo-economic constellation including an emerging and a developed market.</td>
<td>A dichotomic geo-economic constellation including an emerging and a developed market; the actor leverages on own technology.</td>
<td>Any constellation of levels of development from a continuous distribution; the actor may draw on either or both internal and external technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversal of innovation</td>
<td>Geographic paths of innovation diffusion are in (supposed) contradiction to the IPLC theory.</td>
<td>Geographic paths of innovation diffusion are in (supposed) contradiction to the IPLC theory.</td>
<td>Switch of the roles between the primary and a secondary market for innovation i.e. innovating in contradiction to the primary market focus of the traditional innovation logic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Western enterprises, difficulties peak at the so called bottom of the pyramid in developing countries (Prahalad, 2005).

**Business model gap:** Innovating for a new primary market equals developing a new value proposition, which is the kernel of a business model including further blocks (i.e. key partners, activities, resources, distribution channels, cost and revenue streams; Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). A new value proposition necessarily updates the business model; the higher is the gap between the old and the new business model, the higher also incumbent inertia (Lieberman and Montgomery, 1988) and detrimental legacy of dominant managerial logic underlying innovation by default (Prahalad an Bettis, 1986).

**Technology gap:** Ownership and absorptive capacity of technologies are potential sources of competitive advantages, so the traditional market for innovation pushes the actor’s technological roadmap in a certain direction, on which the actor builds its core capabilities. In a new primary market, however, technological core capabilities may turn a burden (Leonard-Barton, 1992), as the actor needs to address fundamentally different needs, or at least fundamentally different conditions. The higher the exogenous distances are, the higher the need to recombine, adapt or extend the actual or absorbable technological base.

All in all, reconceptualised reverse innovation is a template employable by any enterprise that responds to the shift in stimuli by switching its primary innovation effort to a foreign market or market segment emerging to the enterprise in question as the new primary one. Rather than offering one-size-fits-all prescriptions, reverse innovation always needs a customization to the specific constellation consisting of the enterprise in question, the old and a new primary market for innovation. By customising this template, the enterprise needs to determine a specific managerial response aligned with both exogenous and endogenous distances to the new primary market.

**Discussion**

Reconceptualised reverse innovation fundamentally objects to the first generation concept; a mere diffusion from less to more developed countries is neither sufficient nor necessary a criterion. As for second generation concept, our notion concurs with it inasmuch as both recognise strategic implications of switching primary markets for innovation. Yet reconceptualised reverse innovation becomes accessible by any enterprise, and robust to development levels and flows of technology. The actual reversal is reconceptualised relatively to the enterprise’s prior innovation management, rather than relatively to its geo-economic environment. From the perspective of this paper, reverse innovation is hence a phenomenon at the level of a new product or service that contradicts the innovation by default at the firm level.

Challenges to reverse innovation are tough; it needs to overcome high exogenous and endogenous distances so as to tap into an emerging primary market. In contrast, enterprises’ traditional innovation deals with comparatively low distances along each dimension (see Figure 1 for illustration). In this framework of total distance, we position globalisation as a mode of innovation overcoming hardly any endogenous but some exogenous distance. While adaptations are undertaken in order to partly absorb some environmental changes, e.g. a portion of difference in income and consumption preferences, the actual value proposition underlying glocalisation essentially remains the same. Reverse innovation has to go far beyond glocalisation along each dimension of distance; this relative positioning corresponds to second generation literature.

In contrast to glocalisation, “domestic” disruptive innovation overcomes a good deal of endogenous but small to medium exogenous distance. Enterprises innovating in this mode target market segments bordering their traditional market for innovation, so they usually take little challenge regarding e.g. cultural preferences or legal environment. However, endogenous distances to overcome are considerable given that disruptive innovation targets market segments over-served or not served at all by the enterprise’s dominant innovation logic (Christensen, 1997; Christensen and Raynor, 2003). Disruptive innovation hence requires familiarity with different customer needs, recombining technology, and changing of business models. Its relative positioning to reverse innovation is in line e.g. with Corsi and Di Minin (2014), for whom reverse innovation essentially equals disruptive innovation with a geographical dimension added.

Generally, the bigger is the market stimulus to innovate the higher also the total distance that the stimulus will overcome. As a consequence, critical stimulus sizes needed to induce the actor’s innovation (illustrated by the bubble size in Figure 1) increase from innovation by default over glocalisation and disruptive innovation to reverse innovation. This explains e.g. why GE developed its low-end medical devices for India and China and diffused them from there to low-end market segments in the US (Immel et al, 2009), although it could theoretically have gone the other way round. The stimulus from the low-end market in the US was not big enough for domestic disruption, but the stimulus from India and China was above the critical threshold for reverse innovation.

Extant literature largely fails to reconcile reverse innovation with established theories and frameworks (Cunha et al, 2014; Corsi and Di Minin, 2014); this applies most regretfully to the “fathers” of the concept (Immel et al, 2009; Govindarajan and Trimble, 2012). The following identification of linkages between the re-positioned concept and major streams of management literature will hence support the objective of making reverse innovation more actionable.

---

**Figure 1: Evolution of Reverse Innovation**

- **Default (Prahalad an Bettis, 1986):**
  - Low end markets in developing countries
  - Small to medium exogenous distance
  - High endogenous distance

- **Glocalisation:**
  - Emerging primary market
  - Moderate distances
  - Low endogenous distances
  - High exogenous distances

- **Disruptive Innovation:**
  - Target market segments bordering traditional market
  - High distances
  - Low endogenous distances

- **Reverse Innovation:**
  - New product or service
  - Overcomes high exogenous and endogenous distances
To start with, reverse innovation draws on global strategies in general and suggests a shift towards local responsiveness within the transnational model in particular (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989). In an emerging foreign market bearing the stimulus to innovate, this eventually promotes the strategic option of adaptation (Ghemawat, 2007). Our notion of reverse innovation as a customisable template draws on Ghemawat’s managerial framework, which urges that internationalisation strategies generally be tailored to a particular constellation including an enterprise, its home and the targeted host country. However, Ghemawat considers exogenous (administrative, cultural, economic and geographic) distances only. Our concept extends this idea by adding the dimension of endogenous distances, which in turn draws on resource based view and the double-edged sword of core capabilities. These may turn “core rigidities” (Leonard-Barton, 1992), with the normative core being manifested in the dominant managerial logic underlying innovation by default (Prahalad and Bettis, 1986). In fact, innovation by default itself may be seen as both, a valuable top-level capability and a detrimental rigidity, the latter of which the actor attempts to overcome by pursuing reverse innovation.

Our definition of the home to an enterprise, coupled with its deliberate self-disruption by the eventual arrival of reverse innovation, clearly connects reverse and disruptive innovation (Christensen and Raynor, 2003). Additionally, this indicates that the enterprise rearranges its activities in response to the shifting stimulus to innovate, which refers to the dynamic capability approach and the mechanisms of sensing, seizing and reconfiguring of resources (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Teece, 2007), with multi-project lineage management as a model to reconfigure the actor’s innovation activity and shape its future technological trajectory (Maniak and Midler, 2014).

Linking reverse innovation and the literature on innovation under scarcity, Cunha et al. (2014) see reverse innovation as a mode of innovating in environments where affluent customers are scarce. Repositioned concept concurs with this notion only as long as the acting enterprise is a large Western MNE and the stimulus in markets at a...
substantially lower level of development. Yet MNEs from less developed countries will rather suffer from a lack of resources when pursuing reverse innovation. SMEs from middle-income economies innovating e.g. for India will even likely be sandwiched by two dimension of scarcity: own lack of resources and environmental lack of affluent customers.

Finally, note that previous concepts take for granted that the entire process of reverse innovation remains within a single firm. In contrast, this paper allows for the process to span more than one enterprise, e.g. by insourcing technology (open innovation; Chesbrough, 2003).

Conclusion

Current research recognises that innovation may occur everywhere, and not only in the developed world (Vives et al, 2010). The concept of reverse innovation doubtlessly deserves credit for its contributions to this change of perception. However, previous conceptualisations position reverse innovation primarily in relation to the shift of consumption power towards less developed countries. This distacts from the actual reversal, which resides at the level of a new product or service being innovated in contradiction to the primary market focus of traditional innovation logic at the firm level. As a consequence, reverse innovation has been at risk of becoming limitedly applicable to both theory and practice.

Our paper makes three major contributions in this context. Firstly and most importantly, the reconceptualised reverse innovation consistently takes the firm-level perspective and becomes a customisable template employable by any enterprise. Secondly, linkages to major streams of related management literature are identified, thus mitigating the concept’s current segregation and increasing its practical applicability. A practical focus notwithstanding, these linkages also indicate bridgeheads from which to progress in federating reverse innovation with previously established theoretical findings. Thirdly, extant literature on reverse innovation is smoothly integrated, with second generation concept as a sub-template including large Western MNEs as actors and the stimuli to innovate definable by geographic or geo-economic market segmentation.

Mentioned contributions notwithstanding, some implications of our reconceptualization need to be shed more light on. First, it calls for research on more diverse constellations, for instance on cases enacting SMEs and involving emerging markets in smaller middle-income economies, or at a higher level of development. However, at a given point of time, not every enterprise will have a primary and secondary market for innovation. Thus, future research may equally wish to address positioning of start-ups and “born globals” (Madsen and Servais, 1997) vis-à-vis reverse innovation. Relatively, academic discussion on comparative advantages and disadvantages of different actors is invited (Burger-Helmchen et al, 2013). For example, while the legacy of innovation by default will more likely constrain large MNEs, major obstacles to SMEs could be more attributable to their comparatively tight financial resources (Knight and Cavusgil, 2004; OECD, 2013). Additionally, the links between reverse and open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003) and more generally the models of processes underlying reverse innovation need further researchers’ attention. Last but not least, while reverse innovation may in best case create a “blue ocean” of uncontested market space for the actor (Kim and Mauborgne, 2004), comprehensive assessments of induced business performance that consider both growth achieved and opportunity cost incurred are yet to come.
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